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One day in 1950 while walking along
Coldharbour Lane on my way home from
school I saw something I had never seen before
that greatly astonished me. I saw my very first
Black man. Now if I walked down Coldharbour
Lane I would be astonished if I saw a White
man.
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I

WAS BORN IN THE EASTSIDE OF LONDON within the sound of Bow bells so I am what used to be called a
Cockney. Shortly after my birth my parents moved to
Brixton in south London. Here I grew up and went to school,
apart from a period spent in Padstow, Cornwall as a wartime
evacuee. One day in 1950 while walking along Coldharbour
Lane on my way home from school I saw something I had
never seen before that greatly astonished me. I saw my very
first Black man. Now if I walked down Coldharbour Lane I
would be astonished if I saw a White man. Now 50 years later
Brixton is more like an African township and has been nicknamed "Little Jamaica".
Recently, I visited my old school in Sussex Road with two of
my children. Today, 80-90% of the pupils are Black. Brixton
Market, where I once worked for the barrow boys on a Saturday for ten shillings is now like an Eastern Bazaar. Indians,
Chinese, Blacks, Turks, Greeks, the human assortment is as
varied as the variety of strange food for sale. Brixton was once
a peaceful and agreeable place in which to live. Now it is dirty
and rundown and elderly folk are afraid to go out at night for
fear of being mugged.
On a visit to the market, a young Black shot past me like a
bullet out of a gun, arriving on the High Street. I saw a young
White man with blood pouring from his face. "What hap( Page 3 )
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pened?" I asked. "A Black tried to snatch my wife's handbag",
he replied, "I managed to stop him but got punched in the
face".
Mugging was once an unknown crime in London. When I first
heard the word, I didn't even know what it meant. Mugging and
drug dealing are now commonplace. In London, nearly all
muggers are Black and most of the victims, who are usually
elderly, are White. Thanks to the Lib. Lab. Con. traitors you
elect to Parliament, London today is a multiracial hell-hole. It
is no longer an English city. It is a modem Babel of tongues
and religions. A menagerie of every race, creed and colour
under the sun in many parts of London the British are already
a minority in their own capital city. Many of the British, like a
man from Greenwich I spoke to have moved out. They are
outraged at what the politicians have done to London. But
many don't have the means and are trapped in a city that has
been transformed into a festering swamp of crime, degeneracy
and racial and tribal all sorts.
If you think that what has happened to Brixton is unique, think
again. In a thousand locations across this land vast hordes of
coloured races have moved in transforming forever a whole
way of life and an identity stretching back over a thousand
years. A lady who lives in Colne in Lancashire has seen her
childhood home and the surroundings she grew up in transformed into a teeming suburb of Calcutta or Karachi. The
change has made her physically ill and she gets terribly depressed. The coloured invasion forced on the British by bought
and corrupt politicians has not only resulted in an epidemic of
crime it has piled stress on the British and affected them
deeply, making many ill. Years ago a London Policeman told
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me of the pressure tactics (some too vile to print) brought
against the British by the new arrivals to force them out of an
area. Now in places like Burnley and Bradford the Asians are
attempting to establish "No Go Areas" for Whites.
The Colne lady told me of two White youths who unwittingly
wandered into such an area and were savagely attacked by a
gang of Asians. One was beaten to death and the other was
only saved because an Asian family pulled him into their
house. Such cases as this are never reported in our lying and
deceiving National News. They are too busy in their unending
coverage of the Stephen Lawrence story. It is absolutely true
that there is an escalating number of racial crimes, but most of
them (over 90%) are Black on White not vice versa.
Why has vastly overpopulated and overcrowded Britain been
swamped with millions of Negroes, Asians, Chinese and every
sub division of mankind against the wishes of the real British?
The answer is so staggering that most of the British – subjected
as they have been to years of mind bending propaganda by
their alien controlled media will not believe it. It will seem too
incredible and too far-fetched. But I can assure you it is 100%
true.
The final goal is no less than the TOTAL DESTRUCTION
OF THE CELTIC-ANGLO SAXON PEOPLES IN
THESE ISLANDS AND THEIR REPLACEMENT BY
THE COLOURED RACES. Believe the evidence of your
own eyes as you see this happening by a process of gradualism.
Consider what has happened during the last 50 years. An
estimated 15 million plus (could be much more) coloured
immigrants have been imported into Britain. Project this into
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the future a few more years and, the British will become first a
minority in their own country and then they will disappear
forever. Britain will become a melange of races, a coffeecoloured nation of racial hybrids and mongrels without identity, history or purpose. The tools and puppets of the master
manipulators operating secretly behind the scenes.
Recently, the government has admitted that the number of
immigrants coming to Britain during the past ten years is about
equal to the population of one of the larger English counties.
Lying governments always falsify figures so the real figure is
likely to be double this.
The truth is Celtic-Anglo-Saxon-Britain is now being rapidly
and irreversibly destroyed. A third of the population of Britain
is already Afro-Asia-Oriental. Is this why we fought two world
wars and sacrificed so many lives? Britain has been sold out by
the politicians you elect to parliament. There has never been a
peaceful multiracial society throughout all of human history.
Multiracial societies are violent societies. Multiracial societies
are degenerate societies–Multiracial societies eventually destroy the host nation––England could lose most of its real countryside within a single
generation according to ‘The Campaign to Protect Rural England'. More of the English countryside is being destroyed to
create housing for the flood of new arrivals. Eventually there
will be a racial explosion in Britain and the predictions of
Enoch Powell, who predicted Race War, will come true. What
the Bible proclaims is a certainty for Britain: ‘For they have
sown the wind and they shall reap the whirlwind’!
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"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"
(Isaiah 2:3).”

“The Old Testament is about Israel”
“The New testament is to Israel”
“If you are not Israel-throw it away-there’s nothing in it for you!”
The Rev Jim Gale
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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